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ABSTRACT
We conduct a preliminary study on the practices of releasing apps for the two major mobile platforms: iOS and Android. We select the most popular applications on the official stores, and we retrieve all the releases of such apps to understand how often developers make releases on each platform. Our study aims to highlight possible differences on the release practices for the same application on iOS and Android. We observe that developers tend to publish new releases more often on the Android platform than on iOS, and most of the times the development on the two platforms is not aligned at all.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mobile apps are more and more popular, to the point that there are now more users of mobile devices than of desktops. In the mobile scene, Android is by far the operating system with the largest share of the market (over 80% in 2018). Despite its smaller market share, most publishers offer their apps for the iOS platform as well. This is because in some markets (e.g. Europe and North America) iOS has a larger share of the market, despite not being as popular as Android.

Most research work on mobile applications focused on Android. There is little work on the analysis of iOS, mostly because it is a much harder platform to analyze. Our research agenda for the future is to analyze apps on both platforms, as we believe that findings on one platform cannot be generalized to the other one.

In this paper we focus on the release practices that developers follow on Android and iOS. We aim to understand if there are significant differences in these platforms. In order to study how apps differ, we need a dataset of iOS and Android apps. None of the official mobile stores allow to retrieve older releases. We therefore rely on two existing datasets: ApkPure, which is an alternative store that shares both iOS and Android apps, and Tacyt, a service from Telefonica that collects million apps for analytics. We select the top 50 apps on the Android apps, and we analyze the data of all the available releases. We first study how practices differ in Android and iOS in terms of release frequency. We observe that Android users experience more updates than iOS users. We then analyze if there is a big variance in the release frequency or rather if developers follow regular release schedules. We observe that most apps, even if they are very popular, do not follow regular release practices. Only few of them follow regular releases, mostly weekly bases. We also analyze if releases are somehow aligned between the two platforms, in terms of release number. This is not the case most of the times, and the few apps that follow this practice are the ones that also regularly release software.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the dataset and how we obtained it. Section 3 presents the observations on our dataset regarding the release practices on Android and on iOS. Section 4 presents the related work, and Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses the related work.

2 DATASET COLLECTION
Neither Apple nor Google officially allow users to download older releases of the applications listed in their official stores. We therefore resort to alternative services that regularly crawl these stores and keep older releases. ApkPure 1 is essentially an alternative store for Android and iOS apps, and allows users to download any release of the application. Tacyt 2 is a service from Telefonica that collects million apps for data analytics.

We select our dataset as follows: We first identify the 50 most popular applications on the Spanish market for Android in June 2019. We then crawl both Apkpure and Tacyt aiming to download all the available releases for both Android and iOS in the last two years. We use the package name (e.g. com.whatsapp) to retrieve Android apps, while we use the application name (e.g. WhatsApp Messenger) to retrieve iOS apps. This is because most of the times the same app does not have the same package name on both platforms (for instance, WhatsApp is net.whatsapp.whatsapp on iOS). In order to crawl ApkPure and Tacyt, we developed our own crawlers, and we later manually validated the quality of the data.

Some apps are only available on one platform (Android and not iOS), or may be actively maintained only on one platform. We discard apps that do not have releases in both iOS and Android in the last two years. This process leaves us with 35 applications and 2928 releases in total.

1 http://apkpure.com
2 http://tacyt.elevenpaths.com
3 PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS

The goal of our preliminary study is to see whether there are significant differences in the release practices of the same applications on the two most popular mobile app platforms, i.e., Android and iOS platform. The long term plan is to assess whether the same or different teams take care of the development of the same app on different platforms, and whether somehow the development follows the same path on iOS and Android. We start investigating these research questions looking at metrics that are easy to compare automatically, for instance the release frequency.

3.1 Release Frequency

Figure 1 plots the number of releases for each app on the two different platforms. We see that on average for the apps in our dataset the Android platform seems to offer more releases than the iOS platform. Most apps produce between 25 and 50 releases on Android, while these numbers are lower on iOS.

Figure 2 plots the same data, but on a monthly timeline starting in January 2018. The blue bars are the cumulative number of releases for Android, while the orange bars are the cumulative number of releases for iOS. This plot confirms the observations of the previous one: developers tend to release Android apps more often than iOS apps. The aggregated numbers show the general trends on a specific platform. However, we also want to compare the release frequency per application, and see if we notice any remarkable difference between the two platforms. Figure 3 shows the number of days between two subsequent releases for an app on Android. Figure 4 shows the same information for the iOS platform.

We see that indeed on Android the release cycles tend to be mostly weekly or monthly based most of the times. Apps with longer release cycles are applications that have limited competition, such as banks (CaixaBank and Bankia), or apps that are periodically very popular, but may be unused most times during the rest of the year (e.g., Agencia Tributaria is the app used for tax declaration in Spain, and it is thus heavily used only once a year). It is surprising on the other hand that HBO has similarly long release cycles on Android, especially given that its competitor Netflix has a much shorter release cycle.

On iOS we see more variance in the release cycle between apps. Some of them are regularly updated every few days (e.g., Instagram, Netflix, Pinterest, TikTok and Outlook), but others are released less often. Apps that have frequent release cycles on one platform have frequent release cycles also on the other one. Given this insight, we investigate if development for these apps is aligned across the two platforms, or rather it is completely independent.

3.2 Release Alignment in Android and iOS

All the apps we analyzed seems to use semantic versioning. We manually compared release numbers and dates for each app on the two platform and we found that:

- Apps that have regular weekly release cycles (e.g., Pinterest, Instagram, TikTok) are pretty aligned in release numbers and dates.
- We found that some apps are completely aligned (e.g., Mi Fit) and we believe it might be because developers use common framework to build hybrid apps.
- Some apps, e.g., Booking, follow the same version practice, but the release numbers differ of a few months between the two platforms.
- Most apps are completely misaligned. The most extreme case is of Amazon apps (Amazon Prime Video and Shopping). In iOS there are several changes in the major releases, while the Android releases are stuck with the same major and minor versions for over two years.

4 RELATED WORK

This paper relates to two categories of research works: 1) studies on different mobile platforms (especially iOS and Android), and 2) studies on release engineering.

Studies on Android and iOS. While most work on the analysis of mobile apps focuses on Android, there are a few related work that compare Android and iOS along several aspects. Gronli et al. compare the Android and iOS mobile platforms according to their features, aiming to assess their strengths and weaknesses for development [8]. Similarly, Goadrich et al. compare different mobile development platform looking into their main features, but their goal is to assess which one is best to use for teaching [7].
Other researchers focus on several quality aspects of the two platforms. Zhou et al. analyze the differences in bugs and bug-fixes in Android and iOS apps [17]. Wang et al., instead, study StackOverflow on API-related discussions for the iOS and Android platforms to highlight respective usage difficulties [15]. Ali et al. focus instead on users, and study how the same app differs in rating, prices and reviews in different mobile platforms [1].

Researchers also look at non-functional properties of the iOS and Android platforms. Liu et al. analyze and compare the performance of Android and iOS devices when accessing Internet streaming services [11]. Other researchers compare the security on each platform, looking at possible attacks to Web components [12], assessing the feasibility of man in the middle attacks [9], or identifying potentially harmful libraries in Android and iOS apps [5]. Other works compare the two platforms in terms of privacy and protection of minors. Chen et al. propose a technique to systematically uncover the extent and severity of unreliable maturity ratings for mobile apps [6], while Benenson et al. survey more than 700 students to assess their awareness in terms of privacy violations when using apps on Android and iOS [2]. None of the works mentioned above study release engineering on Android and iOS platform as we do in this paper.

Studies on Release Engineering. Many researchers studies release engineering, but they focused on a single platform. Calciati et al., for instance, study how behavior changes across different releases of the same Android app [3, 4]. Martin et al. analyze a large number of app releases and their corresponding reviews from users. They observe that over one third of the releases cause a change in user ratings [13]. Xia et al. instead, use machine learning techniques to effectively predict mobile app releases that are more likely to crash [16]. Last but not least, Khomh et al. show how shorter release cycles lead to better quality perceived by users [10]. This study, however, does not consider any mobile platform. The closest work to ours is by Nayebi et al., as they also aim to study the release practices in mobile development. Their contribution complements ours, as their analysis is based on surveys of developers and users rather than on actual data retrieved from app stores [14].

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented our preliminary study on the practices of release engineering on the two main mobile platforms, Android and iOS. Looking at the release frequency of the most popular apps, we observe that developers tend to create more releases on the Android platform than on iOS. We also observe that most apps have completely independent development processes, as our manual
Figure 4: Release frequency, in number of days between each release, of each app on iOS.

analysis could not easily align releases of the same app on the two platforms. For the future we plan to continue analyzing apps on these two ecosystems and focus on their differences, both with respect to software engineering practices, but mostly on security and privacy aspects. Our long term plan is to assess whether the same app, released on two platforms, behaves the same, as most users would expect.
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